
DS93X Ægir™
Suitable for small to large sized knives and similar applications.
Ægir™ was a frost giant who owned a large ale kettle and were often 
hosting parties for the Gods.

DS93X Bifrost™
An allround pattern suitable for any application. Named after the 
rainbow bridge in Norse mythology separating the Gods in Asgard from 
men in Midgard.

DS93X Thor™
An allround and very lively pattern. A perfect choice for a larger folder 
or a chef knife. Our 20th anniversary pattern. Named after the God 
Thor, the Norse god of thunder, the sky.

DS93X Odin Heim™
An allround pattern suitable for any application. Takes a deep  
grind very good and has a lot of movements in the pattern.  
Named after our forge.

DS93X Heimskringla™
Suitable for any sizes but benefits from a large bevel. The deep grind 
brings out the magic in pattern. A given favourite.  
The Icelandic name for Empire. 

DS93X Rose™
Suitable for small to medium sized pieces. Gives a neat effect  
when grinding a bevel. One of our bestsellers. The pattern looks like 
plenty of tiny roses with dew drops.

DS93X Hymer™
Suitable for small to medium sized knives and applications.
Named after the giant who often went fishing with the God Thor. 
If you have a closer look you can see small fishes in the pattern. 

DS93X Draupner™
Suitable for medium sized and larger pieces. A special favorite for large 
blades typical a chef knife. Named after a gold ring possessed by the 
God Odin.

DS93X Gysinge™
Suitable for small to medium sized pieces. The pattern is surface  
intense and the effect will be strongest with a small bevel. Named after 
the Swedish village Gysinge. 

DS93X Hugin™
Suitable for smaller pieces. A classical style symmetrical  
pattern looks good on a small folder. Named after one of  
the God Odin’s two ravens. 

DS93X Odins Eye™
Suitable for medium and larger sized pieces. Tradition makes this 
pattern stand out. Looks good on a chef knife. Named after the God 
Odin who placed one of his eyes in the well of wisdom. 

 Vinland™ – Tobbe Lundström – Sweden

DS93X Munin™
Suitable for smaller sized pieces. The textile look stands out in  
the crowd. Named after one of the God Odin’s two ravens that fly all 
over the world to bring information to the God.
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DS93X Sparse Twist™
Suitable for medium to large sized knives and similar applications. A 
traditional pattern from the Dense Twist™ family. Will look particularly 
good on a large blade.

DS93X Super Dense Twist™
Suitable for small to medium sized knives and similar applications. An 
even tighter version of the traditional Dense Twist™ that will develop 
very nice star patterns on the back of the blade and bevel. 
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DS93X Björkmans Twist™
An allround, very special pattern suitable for any application.  
Natural grain look. Not one piece is identical the other. Named after a 
Swedish bladesmith who wanted a more intense Dense Twist™.

DS93X Vinland™
Beautiful on kitchen knives, medium sized knives and jewelries.  
A random pattern and a popular favorite by many. The first  
Viking to set foot in North America called the land Vinland. 

DS93X Dense Twist™
Suitable for any application. Will develop very nice star  
pattern on the back of the blade and bevel. Comes with a proud  
heritage from gun barrels. 

DS93X Grosserosen™
A traditional pattern that looks really nice on medium sized  
and larger pieces. The beautiful pattern makes you think of  
large lush roses.

DS93X Hakkapella™
Suitable for small to medium sized pieces. A symmetrical pattern which
gives many possibilities. Will look particularly good on a dagger. Named 
after famous Finnish tracks.

DAMASTEEL® RWL34 MARTENSITIC  STEEL
Our non-patterned steel with very high strength and toughness 
combined with extreme edge sharpness that is easy to maintain. 
The best choice for any size of blade. © Damasteel AB. Damasteel® is a registered trademark, all product names are unregistered trademarks.

How to order from Damasteel®

Damasteel’s products are available worldwide. Our clients include  
both companies and individual knife and jewelry craftspeople. 
We have a well-established network of distributors to supply our products.  
Please see our website for a list of distributors and how to order.
We forge to order according to your specific requirements. 

Why choose Damasteel®? 
Damasteel® is the best performing stainless Damascus patterned steel in the  
world using the latest gas-atomized PM technology with very high cleanliness.  
It has incomparable toughness and strength combined with excellent edge  
retention and corrosion resistance. This allows for a very user friendly Damascus  
patterned steel that is made to be abused. 

• Patented Powder Metallurgy product
• Solid Steel Technology™ resulting in a homogenous product
• Highest cleanliness with no inclusions
• Incomparable toughness and strength
• Excellent edge retention and corrosion resistance
• Superior edge sharpness and cutting ability
• Top quality and easy to work with ensures perfect result
• Best overall performing stainless Damascus patterned steel

DS93X Ladder™
An allround pattern that looks good in most conditions and  
especially on medium sized pieces. A classic choice for an artisan knife. 
Named after the traditional pattern Muhammad’s ladder.
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DS93X Baldur™
Suitable for medium sized and larger pieces. Named after the God of 
light and purity. All the Gods praise him for his beauty. Baldur is so 
bright that light shines from him. RPD&Co - USA

Damacore® DC18N
Damasteel’s stainless Damascus patterned steel 

Damacore® DC18N is a powder metallurgy-based 
steel with three different alloys. The center, the core, 

consists of N11X™, a high nitrogen steel with 
distinctive properties combining outstanding 

corrosion resistance with edge sharpness,
wear resistance, strength and ductility.


